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Abstract. Firms are increasingly selling through both offline and online channels, allow-

ing customers to experience the touch and feel of product attributes before purchasing

those products. Consequently, the selection of products offered offline affects the demand

in both channels. We address how firms should select an optimal offline assortment to

maximize profits across both channels; we call this the showcase decision problem. We

incorporate the impact of physical evaluation on preferences into the consumer demand

model. Under this model, we show that the decision problem is NP-hard. Analytically,

we derive optimal results for special cases and near-optimal approximations for general

cases. Empirically, we use conjoint analysis to identify changes in consumer preferences

resulting from physically evaluating products. For this application, we demonstrate gains

in expected revenue of up to 40% due to accounting for the impact of offline assortment

on the online sales.
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1. Introduction
A growing number of firms are selling to their cus-

tomers through both online and offline (or brick-and-

mortar) channels. Selling through multiple channels

allows the firm to reach customers who have differ-

ing channel preferences for purchasing. In addition,

the firm can offer a wide selection of its products (at

lower inventory costs) through its online channel and

showcase its product line through its offline channel.

Despite the growing significance of the online chan-

nel, maintaining offline channels is essential for firms

because customers visit offline stores to physically

inspect the products and gain tactile (or “touch-and-

feel”) information before making purchases. Exam-

ples include furniture purchases (from firms such as

Crate & Barrel, West Elm, etc.) and apparel purchases
1

(from firms such as Bonobos, MM.LaFleur, etc.). There-

fore, the selection of products that a customer is

exposed to in the offline channel impacts her purchase

behavior, and the firm faces the key operational prob-

lem of optimizing its offline selectionwith the objective

of maximizing overall sales or profits.

Existing work in operations and marketing provides

guidance on how firms should optimize their offer-

ings, but most such work focuses on single-channel

settings. While several such proposals exist, at the core,

they rely on restricting customer choices to trade off

losing profits by not offering low-profit products for

gaining profits from switches to higher-profit prod-

ucts. These proposals, however, do not extend to mul-

tichannel settings in which the offline offer set does

not necessarily restrict choices as (some) customersmay

purchase from the (the typically larger) assortment

offered online. Furthermore, they do not account for

the fact that the assortment may change the product the
customer will purchase because of the touch-and-feel

information provided by the offline channel. For exam-

ple, consider a customer looking to purchase a mes-

senger bag with a laptop compartment and the store

offers a blue bag without the laptop compartment. In

the absence of a store visit, the customer would have

purchased the black bag online, but after the store visit,

the customer realizes that she prefers blue to black

and purchases the blue bagwith a laptop compartment

online. In other words, the offline channel is not only

a sales channel but also an information channel. Ignor-

ing such interactions between channels will result in

suboptimal decisions.

Motivated by the above considerations, this paper

studies a firm’s showcase decision—that of determining

the subset of products from the online channel to offer

in the offline channel to maximize aggregate sales or

profits across both channels. We focus on the following

setup. A firm is selling products through an online and

an offline channel. The products are differentiated but

close substitutes—a single consumer purchases atmost
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one product and the rest of the market does not offer

perfect substitutes. The products are generally infre-

quently purchased, or comprise a large variety, so that

customers can benefit from a visit to the offline store

to examine the products physically. The customer is

utility maximizing and purchases her maximum util-

ity product if its utility is greater than her no-purchase

utility. Products are multiattribute, and a product’s

utility is the sum of its attribute partworths, which cap-

ture consumers’ preferences for each attribute. Product

categories such as furniture, apparel and accessories,

consumer electronics, etc., satisfy these assumptions.

The selection of products offered online is large and

fixed. The profit associated with each product is exoge-

nously specified and decomposes into the sum of the

profits from the constituent attributes. The objective

of the firm is to choose a selection of products from

the online assortment to offer offline to maximize the

expected sales or profits from both channels.

In the context of the above setup, this work makes

three key contributions: (a) a novel utility-based model

to capture the interactions between the online and

offline channels, (b) analytical results on the structure

of the optimal offer sets, and (c) a scalable integer pro-

gramming (IP)-based optimization algorithm to solve

the firm’s showcase decision. We also validate our

modeling assumptions and our methods using real-

world preference data on messenger bags.

The modeling contribution of this work is to extend

the standard utility model to capture the impact of

physical evaluation through changing partworths. The

standard utility-based models suppose that the utility

obtained from a product decomposes into the sum of

the partworths (or valuations) of the attributes com-

prising the product. They assume that customers arrive

at the partworths by evaluating the products, so they

are fixed and known to the customers. However, when

products are sold online, customersmay find it difficult

to evaluate some attributes based only on their online

descriptions or pictures; for instance, it may be difficult

ascertain how large the large size is, how bright the

blue color is, etc. For such attributes, the consumermay

learn her preferences by physically evaluating prod-

ucts with those attributes. We capture this learning

by allowing the partworth of an attribute to change
upon physical evaluation. Thus, for each attribute,

the customer has an online (or preevaluation) and an

offline (or postevaluation) partworth, and the differ-

ence between them quantifies the information gained

from physical examination of that attribute.

Under the above model, we derive analytical results

for the structure of the optimal solution to obtain

insights on how the firm’s decisions differ from the

single-channel setting when there is also an online

channel. We consider two separate settings: (a) all cus-

tomers visit both channels and (b) only a portion of

customers visits both channels (the online segment),

while the others purchase only what is available in the

offline store (the offline segment). In the former case,

which we term the pure showcase setting, the offline

channel acts only as an information channel, while

in the latter case, which we term the general showcase
setting, it acts as both an information channel and a

sales channel. We make the standard assumption that

when given the attribute partworths, the customers

make choices according to a multinomial logit (MNL)

model. In the pure showcase setting, we show that to

maximize sales (Theorem 3.1), the firm must offer the

attributes that are undervalued (more attractive after

physical evaluation) and hide the attributes that are

overvalued (less attractive after physical evaluation) by

the customers. On the other hand, to maximize prof-

its (Theorem 3.2), the firm must offer the most prof-

itable undervalued attributes and the least profitable

overvalued attributes. In doing this, the firm provides

information to its customers, resulting in an increase

(decrease) in the attractiveness of the most (least) prof-

itable attributes; this shifts the demand to the most

profitable attributes. In the general showcase setting,

we show that to maximize sales (Theorem 3.5), the firm

must offer all the undervalued attributes and hide only

a subset of the overvalued attributes. Precisely which

overvalued attributes are hidden depends on their cor-

responding magnitudes of attractiveness. Intuitively,

the overvalued attributes that drive a large amount of

offline sales should be offered but the rest hidden. In

contrast, when there is no online channel, the firmmust

offer all the attributes to maximize sales and offer the

most profitable attributes to maximize profits.

Our second set of results addresses computation.We

show that the pure showcase sales maximization prob-

lem can be efficiently solved. The pure showcase profit

maximization and the general showcase sales (and,

hence, profit) maximization problems are NP-hard to

solve (Theorems 3.3 and 3.6). However, we show that

the pure showcase profit maximization problem and a

natural relaxation of the general showcase profit maxi-

mization problem admit fully polynomial time approx-

imation schemes (FPTASs); see Theorems 3.4 and 3.7.

Applying the ideas used to construct the FPTAS, we

propose an IP-based heuristic to determine the profit

maximizing subset. Using a simulation study, we show

that (a) our IP-based heuristic scales to large, practical-

sized problems, and (b) the solutions obtained from the

IP-based heuristic provide significantly higher profits

and sales when compared to the solutions from the

standard revenue-ordered (RO) or greedy heuristics,

described in detail in Section 4 (see Tables 1 and 2).

Finally, to illustrate the value of our methodology,

we analyzed customer preference data on messenger

bags. The data were obtained from a conjoint study

and demonstrate that customers’ valuations of many
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attributes change significantly when they evaluate the

products in an offline as opposed to an online channel

(see Table 3). Using the proposed IP-based heuristic,

we then computed optimal sales/revenue maximizing

assortments for various sizes of the offline segment.

We found that significant gains in sales/revenues (up

to 40% in our study) were attained. We also gained the

following broad insight into the structure of the sales

maximizing assortment when there is a constraint on

the size of the offered assortment: it is optimal to offer

a mix of “popular” and “informative” products; the

popular products have high utilities and drive sales in

the offline channel, whereas the informative products

expose customers to undervalued attributes and drive

sales in the online channel.

1.1. Related Work
This research builds on existing research in market-

ing, operations, and information systems. We catego-

rize relevant existing research into work pertaining to

single- and multiple-channel settings.

In the single-channel setting, our work is related

to work on product line optimization in marketing

and work on assortment optimization in operations.

Product line optimization focuses on a canonical man-

ufacturer selecting a set of products to offer with

the objective of maximizing consumer welfare, mar-

ket share, or profit. In this literature, products are

represented in a multiattribute space, and the opti-

mal product line is constructed directly from the

attribute levels, given their corresponding partworths.

The problem has been shown to be NP-hard to solve

in general. Several researchers have proposed heuris-

tic solutions: Kohli and Krishnamurti (1987, 1989) and

Kohli and Sukumar (1990) proposed dynamic pro-

gramming (DP)-based greedy heuristics, Balakrishnan

and Jacob (1996) and Fruchter et al. (2006) proposed

genetic-algorithm-based heuristics, Dobson and Kalish

(1988, 1993) and Green and Krieger (1985) proposed a

priori selecting some candidate products from a large

number of feasible products and then selecting a prod-

uct line fromonly this candidate set. Belloni et al. (2008)

presented a comparison of the performance of differ-

ent heuristics for product line design and found that

greedy heuristics perform well.

The work on assortment optimization in operations

management (OM) focuses on a canonical retailer

selecting a subset of products to offer to maximize ex-

pected profits (for a review, see Kök and Fisher 2007).

Because the viewpoint is that of a retailer, the prob-

lem is typically solved in product space rather than in

attribute space. The focus of this body of work has been

on deriving either exact or approximate optimization

algorithms under various choice models: multinomial

logit (Talluri and Van Ryzin 2004, Rusmevichientong

et al. 2010, Davis et al. 2013), nested logit (Gallego

and Topaloglu 2014, Alptekinoğlu and Grasas 2014,

Davis et al. 2014, Feldman and Topaloglu 2015), d-level
nested logit (Li et al. 2015), mixed logit (Rusmevichien-

tong et al. 2014), and the locational choice model (Gaur

and Honhon 2006, Alptekinoğlu and Corbett 2010, Ulu

et al. 2012). Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2017)

jointly optimize assortment and prices; Ghoniem and

Maddah (2015) jointly optimize assortment, prices, and

inventories; and Ghoniem et al. (2016) focus on the

problem of jointly optimizing the assortments and

prices of a firm selling products belonging to comple-

mentary categories.

We contribute to both of the above bodies of work by

focusing on two channels rather than a single channel.

Unlike most work in OM, we focus on the attribute

space rather than the product space. Similarly, unlike

most work in marketing, we focus on optimization and

computational issues.

In the multiple-channel setting, our work is related

to the literature on marketing and information sys-

tems that focuses on the interaction between online

and offline channels. Most of this work has focused on

the setting in which a customer has the option to buy

the exact same product online and offline and on deter-

mining firms’ pricing decisions and equilibrium price

outcomes (Brynjolfsson et al. 2009, Forman et al. 2009,

Mehra et al. 2013). We contribute to this literature by

focusing on multiattribute products that are sold by a

single firm and studying assortment rather than pric-

ing decisions.

2. Model
This section provides the precise details of the deci-

sion problem and the corresponding consumer choice

model we consider. Our objective is to solve a firm’s

showcase decision of determining the assortment of

products to “showcase” in the offline channel to max-

imize the profit from both offline and online chan-

nels. We focus on a firm selling products through an

online and an offline channel. The products are reason-

ably expensive, infrequently purchased, and require a

high-involvement buying decision; consequently, cus-

tomers can benefit from an offline store visit. Furni-

ture, messenger bags, apparel, etc., are good examples.

The products are close substitutes but are differenti-

ated along K prespecified attributes. We assume that

attribute k takes values from the set Lk :� {0, 1, . . . ,
Lk − 1} of Lk discrete levels. We let X denote the set of

all feasible products, with each product represented by

a length K feature vector x ∈L
1
×L

2
× · · · ×LK , where

xk ∈ Lk denotes the level of attribute k in the product.

For example, suppose products are described by two

attributes, size and color, with size being either small

or large and color being either blue or black. Then,

K � 2 and L
1
� L

2
� 2, with the vectors (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0),

and (1, 1) denoting small blue, small black, large blue,

and large black products, respectively.
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2.1. Omnichannel Selling
The objective of the firm is to determine the selec-

tion of products from the online channel to showcase

in the offline store to maximize the total profit across

both the online and the offline channels. We distin-

guish two settings: the pure showcase and the general
showcase. In a pure showcase setting, the firm does not

carry inventory in offline stores and sells products only

through the online channel; examples include bulky

or customized purchases such as furniture or kitchen

cabinetry, or apparel from firms that sell online but

showcase their products in offline showrooms (such as

Bonobos). In the general showcase setting, by contrast,

the firm carries inventory and sells through both the

channels; examples include most firms that sell prod-

ucts through multiple channels. Mathematically, the

pure showcase decision is a special case of the general

showcase decision. However, we study them separately

because the (simpler) pure showcase problem is more

tractable, while encompassing a wide range of practi-

cally important applications.

2.2. Customer Choice Model
The showcase decision affects the purchase behavior of

only the customers who visit the offline store. Among

these customers, we distinguish two types: the offline
type and the online type. The offline type chooses from

only the selection of products offered offline, whereas

the online type chooses from the entire offered selec-

tion (online or offline) and is willing to purchase from

either channel. Note that both types may purchase

from either channel, depending on their channel pur-

chase preferences and their preferred products. We

do not distinguish purchases from different channels

and focus on maximizing the combined profit/sales

from both channels. We let α and 1 − α, for some

α ∈ [0, 1], denote the sizes of the offline and online

segments, respectively. For the pure showcase setting

described above, all the customers are required to

choose from the selection of products online; therefore,

the customers are composed entirely of the online type

(α � 0). The general showcase setting corresponds to

α ∈ (0, 1]. The case with α � 1, in which none of the

customers purchase from the online channel, is similar

to the single-channel assortment optimization that has

been studied in the operations management literature.

However, as discussed in greater detail below, existing

results do not apply because of the presence of product

features.

To model the purchase behavior of customers, we

start with the standardmultiattribute utilitymodel (see

Green and Rao 1971, Green and Srinivasan 1990). The

customer’s utility for product x ∈ X is equal to the

sum of the utility partworths of the features present

in the product: U(x) � ∑K
k�1

ũk(xk) + β
price
· πx + εx,

where πx is the product price, β
price

is the price coef-

ficient, ũk(xk) �
∑

l∈Lk
w̃kl · �l[xk] is the utility obtained

from attribute k, w̃kl is the utility partworth assigned to

level l of attribute k, and �l[xk] is the indicator variable
taking value 1 if xk � l and 0 otherwise. The term εx is

the error term that captures any unexplained variance.

Customers are utilitymaximizing, so they purchase the

product with the maximum utility from any choice set.

We extend the standard model to capture how expo-

sure to a (subset) of products in the offline channel

impacts the purchase behavior of customers. To model

this impact, we suppose that customers associate dif-

ferent utility partworths with each feature, depend-

ing on whether they were exposed to the feature in

the offline channel or not. Particularly, with respect to

the feature corresponding to attribute k and level l, the
customer associates utility partworth w̃off

kl if she was

exposed to feature (k , l) in the offline store and w̃on

kl if

she was not exposed. The difference between the online

and offline partworths for an attribute-level may be

interpreted as being caused by the information gained

by the customer from “touching and feeling” the par-

ticular attribute-level in the offline store. For example,

a customer may think she likes the “large” size but

change her mind upon physical inspection. Then, for

(k , l) representing the large size, we have that w̃on

kl > 0

but w̃off

kl < 0, indicating that after physical inspection,

the customer incorporates the information that she dis-

likes the large size in her purchases, be they online or

offline.

To be precise, we let S � (S
1
, S

2
, . . . , SK) denote the

collection of attribute levels that are offered in the

offline store, with Sk ⊆Lk denoting the subset of levels

for attribute k that are offered. Because the firm selects

the offline assortment from the online assortment, we

suppose that the firm offers the universe X of feasible

products online. Now, consider a customer who has

visited the offline store. For any product x ∈X, the cus-
tomer assigns the utility

US(x)�



K∑
k�1

ũoff

k (xk)+ βprice · πx + εx

if x offered offline,
K∑

k�1

ũon

k (xk , Sk)+ βprice · πx + εx

otherwise,

(1)

where

ũon

k (xk , Sk)�
∑
l∈Sk

w̃off

kl · �l[xk]+
∑
l<Sk

w̃on

kl · �l[xk] and

ũoff

k (xk)�
∑
l∈Lk

w̃off

kl · �l[xk].

We use the notation ũoff

k (xk) to emphasize that the

utility of a product, when the customer is evaluating

offline, is independent of what else is on offer. On the

other hand, the utility partworth ũon

k (xk , Sk) used for a

product that is offered online, but not offline, depends
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on whether xk is offered offline (as part of Sk) or not.

Our notation is consistent: indeed, ũon

k (xk , Sk)� ũoff

k (xk)
whenever xk is offered offline, i.e., xk ∈ Sk . We note

that according to our model assumptions, consumers

use the (same) offline price coefficient both online and

offline. This is because we are focusing only on con-

sumers who visit the offline channel, where they are

exposed to the price attribute.

A key aspect of our model is that physical expo-

sure to product A affects the utility of product B if B

shares attributes with A, even in the absence of phys-

ical exposure to B. For example, exposure to a large

black bag affects the utility of a large blue bag, even

if the blue bag was not physically evaluated. Because

the utilities and, hence, the purchase probabilities of

products in the online channel are affected by features

the customer was exposed to in the offline channel,

the profit and revenue from both channels are affected

by the offline assortment; this interaction makes the

assortment problem challenging.

We assume that the price of a product can be decom-

posed into the sum of the prices of its constituent

attributes. Letting π̃kl ≥ 0 denote the price associ-

ated with level l of attribute k, the price πx of prod-

uct x is equal to

∑K
k�1

∑Lk
l�1
π̃kl · �l[xk]. This price struc-

ture arises when the firm adopts a “hedonic price

model,” expressing product price in terms of included

attributes, to obtain a simple pricing scheme for an

exponentially large configurable product space. It is

commonly used in literature (Cohen et al. 2016, Ran-

dall et al. 1998, Rodríguez andAydın 2011) and practice

as “optional product pricing” or “feature-based pric-

ing” (e.g., $10 extra for the black color, $20 extra for the

large size, etc.) for pricing configurable products such

as computers, furniture, cars, etc. With this assump-

tion, the utility expressions above simplify as follows.

Letting wc
kl denote w̃c

kl + βpriceπ̃kl , for c ∈ {on,off}, and
defining

uon

k (xk , Sk) �
∑
l∈Sk

woff

kl · �l[xk]+
∑
l<Sk

won

kl · �l[xk] and

uoff

k (xk) �
∑
l∈Lk

woff

kl · �l[xk],

we obtain that US(x) �
∑K

k�1
uoff

k (x) + εx if x is offered

offline, and

∑K
k�1

uon

k (x)+ εx otherwise.

We make the standard logit assumption that the

idiosyncratic terms εx are independent and identi-

cally distributed standard Gumbel random variables

for x∈X. Furthermore, suppose that M⊆X is the assort-

ment offered offline, and the universe X is offered

online. Then, the probability that an online-type cus-

tomer chooses product x from the selection X is

given by

Px(M)�
exp(∑K

k�1
uon

k (xk , SM
k ))

1+
∑

y∈X exp(∑K
k�1

uon

k (yk , SM
k ))

, (2)

where SM
� (SM

1
, SM

2
, . . . , SM

K ) denotes the set of features
that the products in M are composed of, i.e., l ∈ SM

k if

and only if xk � l for some x ∈ M. Note that we have

made the standard assumption that the mean utility

of the no-purchase option is 0. On the other hand,

the probability that an offline-type customer purchases

product x ∈M is given by

Qx(M)�
exp(∑K

k�1
uoff

k (xk))
1+

∑
y∈M exp(∑K

k�1
uoff

k (yk))
.

We make the following remarks. The choice prob-

ability Qx(M) is similar to classical choice probability

expression under the MNL choice model in which the

customer is restricted to choose from the subset M.

The choice probability expression Px(M) for the online
segment differs from Qx(M) in two key ways: (a) the

utility partworths depend on whether a customer is

exposed to a feature offline or not, and (b) the cus-

tomer chooses from the entire collection X of products

offered online and offline. Because of these distinc-

tions of choice probability expressions, the optimiza-

tion problems we consider are different in structure

from the classical assortment optimization problems

studied in the literature. Finally, for the above expres-

sions for choice probabilities to be valid, we require

only that the union of the sets of products offered

online and offline be equal to X, and not necessar-

ily that the online assortment be equal to X. How-

ever, because online assortments tend to be larger than

offline assortments, we make the assumption that the

online assortment is equal to X.

2.3. Firm’s Showcase Decision
In the context of the above model, we consider the fol-

lowing decision problems:

max

M⊆X

∑
x∈X

Px(M), (Pure Showcase Sales Max)

max

M⊆X

∑
x∈X

pxPx(M), (Pure Showcase Profit Max)

and

max

M⊆X
α
∑
x∈M

pxQx(M)+ (1− α)
∑
x∈X

pxPx(M),
(General Showcase Profit Max)

where px is the net profit obtained from the sale of

product x. Problem (Pure Showcase Sales Max)
2

is

the simplest nontrivial decision problem we consider.

When the firm is selling through a single channel,

it is always optimal (for maximizing sales) to offer

all the products when there is no capacity constraint.

As we show below, this simple structure no longer

holds in the presence of two channels. For profit max-

imization problems, we assume that the profit from

a product can be decomposed into the sum of the
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profits from its constituent attributes. Letting rkl ≥ 0

denote the profit margin associated with level l of

attribute k, the net profit px obtained from selling prod-

uct x is equal to

∑K
k�1

∑Lk
l�1

rkl · �l[xk]. Because product

prices are assumed to decompose into sums of attribute

prices, the profits also decompose if we assume that

the product cost decomposes into the sum of individ-

ual attribute costs. Such cost structure is commonly

assumed in literature (Belloni et al. 2008) and may be

backed out from the product’s “bill of materials.” We

show that the profit maximization decision problems

are NP-hard to solve in general but admit fully polyno-

mial time approximation schemes.

3. The Product Showcase Decision
We now discuss our results for solving the showcase

decision problems introduced above. For the develop-

ment below, we make the common assumption (e.g.,

see Kohli and Krishnamurti 1989) that the product uni-

verseX is full factorial, i.e.,X�X
1
×X

2
×· · ·×XK , so that

every nonprice feature combination is feasible. With the

full-factorial assumption, the problem (Pure Showcase

Sales Max) becomes tractable, but as we show below

both problems (Pure Showcase Profit Max) and (Gen-

eral Showcase Profit Max) remain NP-complete. In

fact, even the sales maximization problem (with px
set to 1 for all x in (General Showcase Profit Max))

under the general showcase setting is NP-complete.

However, there may be cases in which the full-factorial

assumption is not reasonable. The optimization prob-

lems become significantly harder if we allow for arbi-

trary constraints on feature combinations, even in the

single-channel setting.

3.1. Pure Showcase Decision
In the pure showcase setting, all customers who visit

the offline store are assumed to also visit the online

store before making a purchase. Because all customers

choose from the same selection X of products, only the

offered attributes, and not the offered products, impact

the choice probabilities and, consequently, the profits.

Therefore, the choice probability expression in (2) may

be simplified to

Px(S)�
exp(∑K

k�1
uon

k (xk , Sk))
1+

∑
y∈X exp(∑K

k�1
uon

k (yk , Sk))
, (3)

where as above, S � (S
1
, . . . , SK), with Sk ∈Lk denoting

the subset of levels for attribute k that are offered in

the offline store, and we use the notation Px(S), instead
of the more general Px(M). The decision problem now

reduces to determining the optimal subset of attribute

levels to offer in the store. Once the optimal vector

of attribute-level sets S is determined, the assortment

M of products to offer in the store is given by the

Cartesian product S
1
×S

2
× · · ·×SK . Of course, multiple

assortments
3

achieve S, and the eventual decision may

be driven by other considerations not modeled in our

work, such as shelf space constraints, variety require-

ments, etc.

With the assumption that the profit from product px
from product x decomposes as px �

∑K
k�1

∑Lk
l�1

rkl ·�l[xk],
the expected profit from offering the attribute levels S
in the offline store equals

Rpure(S) �
∑
x∈X

pxPx(S)

�

∑
x∈X(

∑
k , l rkl�l[xk])exp(∑K

k�1
uon

k (xk , Sk))
1+

∑
y∈X exp(∑K

k�1
uon

k (yk , Sk))
.

The denominator of the choice probability can be

simplified by noting that∑
y∈X

exp

( K∑
k�1

uon

k (yk , Sk)
)

�
∑
y∈X

K∏
k�1

(∑
l∈Sk

�l[yk]ewoff

kl +
∑
l<Sk

�l[yk]ewon

kl

)
�

K∏
k�1

(∑
l∈Sk

ewoff

kl +
∑
l<Sk

ewon

kl

)
,

where the last equality follows from interchanging the

sum and the product operators.

Using a similar simplification of the numerator, we

obtain the following expression for the expected pure

showcase profit:

Lemma 3.1 (Simplified Pure Showcase Profit). Suppose
we offer the collection of attribute levels represented by S �

(S
1
, . . . , SK) in the offline store. Then, the pure showcase

expected profit function can be simplified as

Rpure(S)�
∑K

k�1
Rk(Sk)

1+ 1/D(S) , where

Rk(Sk)�
bk +

∑
l∈Sk

rklδkl

Dk(Sk)
, Dk(Sk)� dk +

∑
l∈Sk

δkl , and

D(S)�
K∏

k�1

Dk(Sk), (4)

with bk :�
∑

l∈Lk
rkl e

won

kl , dk :�
∑

l∈Lk
ewon

kl , and δkl :� ewoff

kl −
ewon

kl .

The lemma is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.1.

3.1.1. Sales Maximization. The expected sales func-

tion is obtained by setting px � 1 for all x ∈ X in the

expression for Rpure(S). Because px �
∑

k , l rkl�l[xk] and∑
l∈Lk

�l[xk] � 1 for all k, setting rkl � 1/K for all k , l,
yields px � 1 for all x ∈ X. Setting rkl � 1/K for all

k , l in the expression in (4) results in the expression

(1+ 1/D(S))−1

for the expected sales from offering S in
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the offline store. The sales maximization problem now

reduces to

max

S∈2L1×···×2
LK

D(S) � max

S∈2L1×···×2
LK

K∏
k�1

Dk(Sk)

�

K∏
k�1

(
max

Sk∈2Lk

[
dk +

∑
l∈Sk

δkl

] )
,

where 2
S
denotes the power set {S′ ⊆ S: S′ , �} for

any set S, and the last equality follows because the

optimization problem is separable in k.
It is immediately seen that an optimal solution S∗ �
(S∗

1
, . . . , S∗k) of the above optimization problem is such

that S∗k � {l ∈ Lk : δkl ≥ 0} if {l ∈ Lk : δkl ≥ 0} , � and

S∗k � {l∗k}, where l∗k ∈ Lk achieves the maximum, i.e.,

δk , l∗k
� maxl∈Lk

δkl . To simplify notation, let L+

k denote

the set {l ∈ Lk : δkl ≥ 0}, and let L−k denote the set

{l ∈Lk : δkl} < 0. Because δkl � ewoff

kl − ewon

kl ,L+

k comprises

the set of undervalued attributes (for which woff

kl ≥ won

kl )

and L−k comprises the set of overvalued attributes.

Our argument above shows that the sales maximiz-

ing subset of attribute levels has the following intu-

itive structure: include undervalued attribute levels

and exclude overvalued attribute levels; if, for a partic-

ular attribute k, all the levels are overvalued, then offer

the least overvalued level. We summarize this result as

the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1 (Pure Showcase Sales Max Solution). The
optimal solution to the problem (Pure Showcase Sales

Max) is S∗ � (S∗
1
, . . . , S∗k) such that

S∗k �

{
{l ∈Lk : δkl ≥ 0} if L+

k ,�,
{l∗k} otherwise,

where δkl � ewoff

kl − ewon

kl , L+

k � {l ∈Lk : δkl ≥ 0}, and l∗k ∈Lk
is such that δkl∗k

�maxl∈Lk
δkl .

3.1.2. Profit Maximization. The structure of the profit-

maximizing subset of attribute levels is more complex.

Exploiting the profit expression in (4), we establish the

following result:

Theorem 3.2 (Pure Showcase Profit Max Solution Struc-
ture). Any optimal solution S∗ � (S∗

1
, . . . , S∗k) to the prob-

lem (Pure Showcase Profit Max) must satisfy

{l ∈L+

k : rkl > t∗k} ⊆ S∗+k ⊆ {l ∈L+

k : rkl ≥ t∗k},
{l ∈L+

k : rkl < t∗k} ⊆ S∗−k ⊆ {l ∈L+

k : rkl ≤ t∗k},
where t∗k :� Rk(S∗k) −R(S∗)/D(S∗),

where S+

k denotes Sk ∩L+

k and S−k denotes Sk ∩L−k for any
subset Sk ⊆Lk .

To understand this result, suppose that the optimal

solution to (Pure Showcase Profit Max) is unique.

Then, Theorem 3.2 establishes that for each attribute k,

the optimal set of levels consists of a profit-ordered

(PO) subset of undervalued attribute levels and a reverse

profit-ordered (RPO) subset of overvalued attribute lev-

els. We call a subset of levels a PO subset if it consists

of the top m most profitable levels for some m, and an

RPO subset if it consists of the bottom m least prof-

itable levels for some m. Because offering undervalued

levels increases their attractiveness and offering over-

valued levels decreases their attractiveness, our result

provides the following intuitive suggestion: increase

the attractiveness of the most profitable levels and

decrease the attractiveness of the least profitable levels.

It is instructive to contrast the result of Theorem 3.2

with that of the classical single-channel setting, but

when the universe X � L
1
× · · · ×LK , consisting of all

possible feature combinations. It is known that the

profit maximizing assortment M∗
satisfies M∗ � {x ∈X:

px ≥ Z∗}, for some Z∗ (Talluri and Van Ryzin 2004).

To understand how this result differs from the result

of Theorem 3.2, consider the following example. Sup-

pose a firm is selling horizontally differentiated prod-

ucts, concretely, shirts that differ only in color (so that

K � 1). There are two types of colors: “base” colors

such as black, blue, etc., that customers are familiar

with and “fashion” colors such as orange, pink, etc.,

that are newly introduced. Suppose that base colors are

overvalued and fashion colors are undervalued by the

customers. Then, in the absence of an online channel,

it is optimal for the firm to offer the most profitable

base and fashion colors. In contrast, in the presence

of an online channel, it is optimal for the firm to offer

the most profitable fashion colors and the least prof-
itable base colors. By doing this, the firm is providing

information to the customer that the profitable fashion

colors are being undervalued and the least profitable

base colors are being overvalued, shifting the demand

to more profitable products. This distinction makes it

clear that (a) in the pure showcase setting, the offline

channel acts as an “information” channel, as opposed

to the single-channel setting in which the offline chan-

nel acts as a sales channel, and (b) an algorithm that

can find the best subset for the single-channel case will

necessarily be suboptimal for the pure showcase prob-

lem in general.

A consequence of Theorem 3.2 is that (Pure Show-

case Profit Max) reduces to

max

S∈Z
1
×···×ZK

∑K
k�1

Rk(Sk)
1+ exp(−∑K

k�1
log Dk(Sk))

, (5)

where Zk is the collection of all possible subsets S of

Lk such that S+
is a PO subset and S− is an RPO subset:

Zk � {S ⊆Lk : S+
� {l ∈L+

k : δkl ≥ t+},
S− � {l ∈L−k : δkl < t−} for some t+ , t−}.
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Unlike for the case of sales maximization, how-

ever, Theorem 3.2 does not yield an efficient algorithm

to determine the optimal solution. In particular, for

each k, we must search over all possible combinations

of PO subsets of L+

k and RPO subsets of L−k . Because
there is a total of at most |Lk |2 such combinations for

each k, in the worst case, brute force search requires

searching over O(∏K
k�1
|Lk |2), which scales exponen-

tially in K. In fact, solving (Pure Showcase Profit Max)

is NP-hard:

Theorem 3.3 (Hardness of (Pure Showcase Profit

Max)). The following decision problem is NP-complete: for
any Q ≥ 0, is there a subset S � (S

1
, . . . , SK) such that

Rpure(S) ≥ Q?

The theorem is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.1. The reduction is from the NP-complete par-
tition problem (Garey and Johnson 1979). The proof

focuses on the special case when each attribute k has

only two levels and one of the levels, say, the first one,

has zero discrepancy: woff

k1
� won

k1
. The decision problem

then reduces to whether to offer the second level in

each attribute or not. A brute forces search has O(2K)
complexity. We then obtain a reduction from the parti-

tion problem to this special case.

Despite the fact that the problem is NP-hard in the

worst case, we show below that the optimization prob-

lem admits a fully polynomial time approximation

scheme. An algorithm is formally defined to be an

ε-approximation algorithm of amaximization problem

if for each problem instance and tolerance parameter

0< ε ≤ 1, the algorithm produces a solution with objec-

tive value R such that R∗ ≥ R ≥ (1−ε)R∗, where R∗ is the
objective value of an optimal solution. An ε-approxi-
mation algorithm is called an FPTAS if for any fixed ε,
the running time of the algorithm is bounded above by

a polynomial in the size of the input and 1/ε.
In constructing the FPTAS, we use the ideas devel-

oped for the construction of an FPTAS for the clas-

sical knapsack problem (Lawler 1979). These ideas

have been used in the existing literature to construct

either an FPTAS or a polynomial time approximation

scheme (PTAS)
4

for assortment optimization problems

(see Rusmevichientong et al. 2009, Désir and Goyal

2014). However, whereas the existing body of work has

considered objective functions that can be expressed as

the sum of ratios of functions that are linear in the deci-

sion variables, our setting results in objective functions

that are sums of ratios of functions that are nonlinear
in the decision variables. As a result, constructing an

FPTAS requires a treatment different from the existing

work, as presented below.

We use the following general procedure to solve (5).

We guess the values of the numerator and the denom-

inator of the objective function at the optimal solu-

tion and find a solution S that approximately achieves

the guessed values. We show below that for the given

values of the numerator and denominator of the objec-

tive function, the solution that achieves them approx-

imately can be found by solving a dynamic program

in time that is polynomial in the input size and 1/ε.
Because we do not know the optimal numerator and

denominator values, we search over an ε-grid of the

region of possible values. We show that the number

of possible grid points we need to search over is poly-

nomial in the input size and 1/ε. Putting everything

together results in the desired FPTAS.

The most challenging step of the above procedure

is to find the solution S � (S
1
, . . . , Sk) that approxi-

mately achieves the guessed values of the numerator

and denominator. In particular, let q denote our guess

of the optimal value of the numerator, and let t denote
our guess of

∑
k log Dk(Sk) at the optimal solution. Our

goal is to find an S such that∑
k

Rk(Sk) ≥ q and

∑
k

log Dk(Sk) ≥ t . (6)

We solve the above problem approximately. In particu-

lar, for a given ε > 0, we find Ŝ (if it exists) such that∑
k

Rk(Ŝk) ≥ q and

∑
k

log Dk(Ŝk) ≥ (1− 2ε)t . (7)

To find Ŝ we use the following DP formulation. We

discretize log Dk(Sk)s as follows. Let jS, k :� blog Dk(S)/
(εt/K)c for any S ∈ Zk , where bxc is the floor function

defined as the integer such that bxc ≤ x ≤ bxc + 1, for

any x ∈�. Furthermore, let ρ :� bK/εc −K. Now define

the DP value function:

V(k , ω)� max

S∈Z
1
×···×Zk

k∑
k′�1

Rk′(Sk′) subject to

∑
1≤k′≤k

jS, k′ ≥ω.

Our goal is to compute V(K, ρ), for which we use the

following DP recursion:

V(k , ω)�


0 if k � 0, ω ≤ 0,

−∞ if k � 0, ω > 0,

max

S∈Zk

[Rk(S)+V(k − 1, ω− jS, k)]
otherwise.

(8)

We carry out the above DP for integers k and ω such

that 0 ≤ k ≤ K and 0 ≤ ω ≤ ρ. Each iteration requires

a search over O(|Zk |) � O(|Lk |2) elements. Therefore,

the running time of the DP scales as O(Kρmaxk |Zk |)�
O(K2

maxk |Lk |2/ε) because ρ � O(K/ε). We first show

that the DP above indeed obtains the desired approxi-

mation Ŝ.

Lemma 3.2 (Pure Showcase DP Approximation). For
given t and q, if there exists an S such that∑

k

Rk(Sk) ≥ q and
∑

k

log Dk(Sk) ≥ t ,
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then the DP (8) terminates with Ŝ such that∑
k

Rk(Ŝk) ≥ q and
∑

k

log Dk(Ŝk) ≥ (1− 2ε)t .

The lemma is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.1. The precise algorithm is summarized below.

Algorithm 1 (FPTAS for (Pure Showcase Profit Max))
Input. Tolerance parameter ε > 0 and problem inputs

Rk(S) and Dk(S) for all S ∈ Zk and k � 1, . . . ,K.

Step 1. Define τ
min

:� e−
∑

k log Dk (L+

k ) and τ
max

:�

e−
∑

k log Dk (L−k ). Create the ε grid T of the interval

[τ
min
, τ

max
] such that T :� {τ

min
(1 + ε)i : i � 0, 1, . . . , I}

with I � log(τ
max
/τ

min
)/log(1+ ε).

Step 2. For τ ∈ T do

define t �− log τ:
determine Ŝτ by solving the DP with inputs t

and ε/|log τ
min
|.

Output. Subset Ŝ that maximizes the profit from the

collection {Ŝτ: τ ∈ T}.

We now show that the above scheme produces an ε
approximation of the optimal solution with computa-

tional complexity that is polynomial in 1/ε and K.

Theorem 3.4 (FPTAS for (Pure Showcase Profit Max)).
Algorithm 1 produces a 1 − 8ε optimal solution in
O(K2

maxk |Lk |2 |log τ
min
| log(τ

max
/τ

min
)/(ε log(1 + ε)))

running time, where τ
min

:� e−
∑

k log Dk (L+

k ) and τ
max

:�

e−
∑

k log Dk (L−k ).

3.2. General Showcase Decision
We now consider the more general setting in which

the population comprises both online- and offline-type

customers. Recall that both segments visit the offline

store. The offline segment of customers chooses from

the assortment offered offline, whereas the online seg-

ment chooses from the assortments offered both online

and offline. Let α and 1 − α denote the sizes of the

offline and online segments of customers, respectively,

for some α ∈ (0, 1). Our goal, then, is to find the profit

maximizing assortment of products to carry in the

store, i.e., to solve problem (General Showcase Profit

Max), restated here:

max

M⊆X
Rgeneral(M)� α

∑
x∈M

pxQx(M)+ (1− α)
∑
x∈X

pxPx(M).

3.2.1. Sales Maximization. The sales maximization

problem is obtained by setting px � 1 for all x ∈ X in

the optimization problem above. The sales maximizing

assortment has the following structure:

Theorem 3.5 (General Showcase Sales Max Solution
Structure). The optimal solution M∗ to the optimization
problem maxM⊆X α

∑
x∈M Qx(M)+ (1− α)

∑
x∈X Px(M) is of

the form M∗ � S∗
1
× · · · × S∗K , with L

+

k ⊆ Sk for all k.

We note the following implications of Theorem 3.5.

First, the sales maximizing assortment can be obtained

by searching through the attribute space, as opposed

to the space of subsets of products. Second, it is opti-

mal to offer all the undervalued attribute levels. This

is because offering an undervalued attribute level in

the offline store increases its attractiveness, resulting in

higher sales from both online and offline customers.

On the other hand, offering an overvalued attribute

decreases the attractiveness of the attribute level and,

hence, decreases sales from the online-type customers,

but increases the offered selection and, hence, increases

sales from the offline type. Therefore, the optimal offer-

ing of overvalued attribute levels should balance sales

from both customer types. By contrast, if the market

consists of only the online-type customers (reducing

the problem to pure showcase sales maximization),

then the offline channel becomes a pure “informa-

tion” channel (as above), and it is optimal to “hide” all

the overvalued attribute levels. If, on the other hand,

the market consists of only the offline-type customers

(reducing the problem to the classic single-channel

sales optimization), then the offline channel becomes

a pure “sales” channel (by restricting the selection of

products), and it is optimal to offer all the overvalued

attribute levels. When there is a mix of offline- and

online-type customers, the offline channel becomes

both an information and a sales channel, and the over-

valued attribute levels should be chosen to balance pro-

viding (or hiding) information and driving sales from

the offline channel.

Unfortunately, determining the optimal offering of

overvalued attribute levels is computationally chal-

lenging. Specifically, unlike the pure showcase setting,

we show that even sales maximization is NP-hard to

solve:

Theorem 3.6 (Hardness of (General Showcase Profit

Max)). The following decision problem is NP-complete: for
any Q ≥ 0, is there a subset M ⊆ X such that

α
∑
x∈M

Qx(M)+ (1− α)
∑
x∈X

Px(M) ≥ Q?

The theorem is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.2. The reduction is from the partition problem.

3.2.2. Profit Maximization. The profit maximization

problem is more challenging. Because the offline seg-

ment of customers is impacted by particular product

configurations, as opposed to only the attributes, the

problem cannot be solved in the attribute space. In fact,

even the α � 1 case is in general hard to solve. When

α � 1, the problem reduces to finding the profit maxi-

mizing assortment for a single channel under theMNL

model. It is known that the single-channel profit max-

imizing assortment is one of the profit-ordered assort-

ments (Talluri and Van Ryzin 2004, Rusmevichientong
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et al. 2010), but because the universe of products is

exponentially (in K) large, finding the best subset is

computationally challenging, except when the optimal

subset has polynomial (in K) size (Gallego et al. 2016).

A key source of hardness with (General Showcase

Profit Max) is that we need to search over subsets

M ⊆ X of products as opposed to subsets of attribute

levels; indeed, for a given subset S of attribute levels,

we obtain different profits from different sets M that

achieve S. Therefore, to make the problem tractable,

we restrict the search to the collection of assortments

{S
1
× · · · × SK : Sk ⊆ Lk for 1 ≤ k ≤ K}. This restriction

5

can be justified by noting that customers tend to extrap-

olate attribute combinations based on what they have

been exposed to. For instance, if an offline-type cus-

tomer is exposed to a large red bag and a small blue

bag, then she may infer the availability of a large blue

bag and choose from the subset S
1
× · · · × Sk when the

attribute levels (S
1
, . . . , SK) are offered in the store, even

though not all products in S
1
× · · · × Sk are offered.

With the above restriction, we arrive at an optimiza-

tion problem that can be solved in the attribute space

and admits an FPTAS. In particular, the profit function

can now be simplified as follows:

Lemma 3.3 (Restricted Showcase Profit).

Rgeneral(S)�
∑

c∈{on,off}
αc

∑K
k�1

Rc
k(Sk)

1+ 1/Dc(S) , where

Rc
k(Sk)�

bc
k +

∑
l∈Sk

rklδ
c
kl

Dc
k(Sk)

, Dc
k(Sk)� dc

k +
∑
l∈Sk

δckl , and

Dc(S)�
K∏

k�1

Dc
k(Sk), (9)

with bon

k :�
∑

l∈Lk
rkl e

won

kl , don

k :�
∑

l∈Lk
ewon

kl , and δonkl :� ewoff

kl −
ewon

kl for all k. Furthermore, boff

k , d
off

k � 0 and δoffkl :� ewoff

kl for
all k.

The lemma is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.2. The decision problem now reduces to

max

S∈2L1×···×2
LK

∑
c∈{on,off}

αc
∑

k Rc
k(Sk)

1+ exp(−∑K
k�1

log Dc
k(Sk))

.

(Restricted Showcase Profit Max)

Because sales maximization is a special case of

(Restricted Showcase Profit Max), it follows fromThe-

orem 3.6 that the above problem is NP-hard. Therefore,

we extend the ideas from the pure showcase setting to

obtain an FPTAS. As above, we first consider the fol-

lowing maximization problem:

max

S∈2L1×···×2
LK

∑
c∈{on,off}

αc
∑

k Rc
k(Sk)

1+ e−tc

s.t.

∑
k

log Dc
k(Sk) ≥ tc , c ∈ {on,off}.

We solve the above optimization problem by approxi-

mately satisfying the constraints through a DP formu-

lation. For any ε > 0, define jcS, k :� blog Dc
k(S)/(εtc/K)c

for c ∈ {on,off}. Furthermore, let ρ :� bK/εc − K. Now

define the DP value function:

V(k , ω
on
, ω

off
) � max

S∈2L1×···×2
LK

∑
c∈{on,off}

αc
∑

1≤k′≤k Rc
k′(Sk)

1+ e−tc

s.t.

∑
1≤k′≤k

jcSk , k
≥ ωc , c ∈ {on,off}.

Our goal is to compute V(K, ρ, ρ), for which we use the

following DP recursion:

V(k , ω
on
, ω

off
)

�



0 if k � 0, ω
on
, ω

off
≤ 0,

−∞ if k � 0, ω
on
> 0 or ω

off
> 0,

max

S∈2Lk

[∑
c
νc, k(S)+V(k − 1, ω

on
− jonS, k , ωoff

− joffS, k)
]

otherwise,

where we used νc, k(S) :� αcRc
k(S)/(1 + e−tc) for com-

pactness of notation. We carry out the above DP

for integers k and ωc such that 0 ≤ k ≤ K and 0 ≤
ωc ≤ ρ for c ∈ {on,off}. Each iteration requires a

search over O(|2Lk |) � O(2|Lk |) elements. Therefore,

the running time of the DP is O(Kρ2

maxk 2
|Lk |) �

O(K3

maxk 2
|Lk |/ε2) because ρ � O(K/ε). We first show

that theDP above solves the desired optimization prob-

lem approximately.

Lemma 3.4 (Restricted Showcase DP Approximation).
For given t

on
, t

off
, and q, if there exists an S such that∑

c∈{on,off}
αc

∑
k Rc

k(Sk)
1+ e−tc

≥ q and

K∑
k�1

log Dc
k(Sk) ≥ tc , c ∈ {on,off},

then the DP described above terminates with solution Ŝ such
that ∑

c∈{on,off}
αc

∑
k Rc

k(Ŝk)
1+ e−tc

≥ q and

K∑
k�1

log Dc
k(Ŝk) ≥ (1− 2ε)tc , c ∈ {on,off}.

The lemma is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.2. The precise algorithm is summarized below.

Algorithm 2 (FPTAS for (Restricted Showcase Profit

Max))
Input. Tolerance parameter ε > 0 and problem inputs

Rc
k(S) and Dc

k(S) for all S ∈ 2
Lk , 1 ≤ k ≤ K, and c ∈

{on,off}.
Step 1. Define τ

on,min
:� e−

∑
k log Don

k (L
+

k ) and τ
on,max

:�

e−
∑

k log Don

k (L
−
k ). Similarly, τ

off,min
:� e−

∑
k log Doff

k (Lk )
and

τ
on,max

:� e−
∑

k minl∈Lk
log δoffkl . Create the ε grid Tc of the
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interval [τc,min
, τc,max

] such that Tc :� {τc,min
(1+ ε) j : j �

0, 1, . . . , Jc}with Jc � log(τc,max
/τc,min

)/log(1+ε), for c ∈
{on,off}.
Step 2. For τ � (τ

on
, τ

off
) ∈ T

on
×T

off
do

define tc �− log τc, c ∈ {on,off}:
determine Ŝτ by solving the DP with inputs t

on
,

t
off
, and ε/|log τ∗ |, where τ∗ �min{τ

on,min
, τ

off,min
}.

Output. Solution Ŝ that maximizes the expected profit

from the collection {Ŝτ: τ ∈ Ton
×T

off
}.

We now show that the algorithm above is indeed an

FPTAS.

Theorem 3.7 (FPTAS for (Restricted Showcase Profit

Max)). Algorithm 2 produces a 1 − 8ε optimal solu-
tion with a running time of O(K3

maxk 2
|Lk | log

2 τ∗ ·
log(τ

on,max
/τ

on,min
) log(τ

off,max
/τ

off,min
)/(ε2

log
2(1 + ε))),

where τ
on,min

:� e−
∑

k log Don

k (L
+

k ), τ
on,max

:� e−
∑

k log Don

k (L
−
k ),

τ
off,min

:� e−
∑

k log Doff

k (Lk ), τ
on,max

:� e−
∑

k minl∈Lk
log δoffkl , and

τ∗ �min{τ
on,min

, τ
off,min

}.

The theorem is proved in Online Appendix A, Sec-

tion A.2.

3.3. Integer-Programming-Based Heuristic
Building on the ideas in the construction of the FPTAS,

we now propose an IP-based heuristic to approxi-

mately find the profit maximizing assortment of prod-

ucts to offer in the store. Existing work has used IP

formulations to solve assortment problems (Bront et al.

2009, Subramanian and Sherali 2010) in the product

space when the objective function can be expressed as

a ratio of linear functions in decision variables. Instead,

we solve the problem in the attribute space, and the

objective function is a ratio of a linear to a nonlinear

functions in the decision variables; hence, we use the

ideas from our FPTAS to convert the nonlinear inte-

ger program (NLIP) into a collection of mixed integer

linear programs (MILPs). We demonstrate the perfor-

mance of the heuristic on synthetic data in Section 4

and on real-world data in Section 5.

Using the simplification of the profit function from

Lemma 3.3, our objective is to solve the following deci-

sion problem:

max

S∈2L1×···2LK

∑
c∈{on,off}

αc
∑K

k�1
Rc

k(Sk)
1+ exp(− log Dc

k(Sk))
. (10)

We first formulate this optimization problem as an

NLIP. To do so, we encode subset S using binary vec-

tors zk , for 1 ≤ k ≤ K, defined as zk , S � 1 if and only

if S � Sk and zk , S � 0 otherwise. In other words, the

binary vector zk is of length 2
|Lk | − 1, with each com-

ponent associated with a nonempty subset of Lk . It is

clear from the definition that the encoding is a bĳection

from {0, 1}2|Lk |−1

to 2
Lk . With this binary encoding of S,

we can formulate the optimization problem in (10) as

the following NLIP:

max

zk , 1≤k≤K

∑
c∈{on,off}

αc
∑K

k�1

∑
S∈2Lk zk , SRc

k(S)
1+exp(−∑K

k�1

∑
S∈2Lk zk , S logDc

k(S))
subject to

∑
S∈2Lk

zk , S �1, k �1,2, . . . ,K,

zk , S ∈ {0,1}, k �1,2, . . . ,K; S ∈ 2
Lk .

Because the above formulation has a nonlinear objec-

tive function, we solve it by reducing it to a collection of

MILPs at various grid points. To obtain the reduction,

we use the ideas from the FPTAS described above. Let

τc,min
and τc,max

denote the minimum and maximum

values of exp (−∑K
k�1

∑
S∈2Lk zk , S log Dc

k(S)), respectively,
as zk varies over all the binary vectors in {0, 1}2

|Lk |−1

such

that

∑
S∈2Lk zk , S � 1 for all 1 ≤ k ≤ K and c ∈ {on,off}.

Then, for a given ε > 0, we consider the ε-gridT
on
×T

off
,

whereTc � {τc,min
(1+ ε) j : j � 0, 1, . . . , Jc}with Jc chosen

such that τc,min
(1 + ε)Jc−1 ≤ τc,max

≤ τc,min
(1 + ε)Jc . For

each grid point τ � (τ
on
, τ

off
) ∈ T

on
× T

off
, we solve the

followingMILP:

max

zk ,1≤k≤K

∑
c∈{on,off}

αc/1+τc
K∑

k�1

∑
S∈2Lk

zk ,SRc
k(S)

subject to

K∑
k�1

∑
S∈2Lk

zk ,S logDc
k(S)≥−logτc , c∈{on,off}∑

S∈2Lk

zk ,S�1, k�1,2, . . . ,K,

zk ,S ∈{0,1}, k�1,2, . . . ,K; S∈2
Lk .

Let zk , τ, 1≤ k ≤ K, denote the optimal solution obtained

from solving the above MILP for grid point τ. Let Sτ, k
denote the subset of attribute levels such that zk , τ, S � 1

for S � Sτ, k , and let Sτ denote (Sτ, 1 , . . . , Sτ,K). We then

output the subset Sτ∗ from the collection {Sτ: τ ∈ Ton

× T
off
} that maximizes the expected profit Rgeneral(Sτ),

computed from the expression in (9). Instead of the

value of ε, we may also specify the number of grid

points Jc, in which case we can back out the value of ε
as equal to (τc,max

/τc,min
)1/Jc − 1.

Note that for each grid point τ, we can find the

solution Sτ by solving the DP in Section 3.2 instead

of solving the MILP above. Solving the MILP may be

faster because of any structures that the commercial IP

solvers exploit.

4. Numerical Study
We carried out two computational experiments using

synthetic data. The first study is designed to assess

the optimality gap of the IP-based heuristic on smaller

problem instances. On problem instances with four

attributes and two levels per attribute, the study shows

that the IP-based heuristic obtains profits within 6.45%
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to 0.11% of the optimal profit, on average, as the num-

ber of grid points is increased from J
on

� J
off

� 2 to

J
on

� J
off

� 32. In all of these instances, the average

running time was < 0.5 seconds. The second study is

aimed at demonstrating the practical effectiveness of

our IP-based heuristic. The study achieves two objec-

tives: it demonstrates that (a) the computational time

of the IP-based heuristic scales to large, practical-sized

problems, and (b) the solutions obtained from the IP-

based heuristic provide significantly higher profits and

sales when compared to the solutions from standard

revenue-ordered and greedy heuristics. Our results

demonstrate that, on average, the IP-based heuristic

runs in less than three minutes for problem instances

with 100 attributes and 10 levels per attribute and pro-

vides 32% more profit than the best single-channel

solution that ignores the presence of the online channel

and 28% more profit than the best standard heuristic.

The broad simulation setup we used is as follows:

(a) generate a random instance of the ground-truth

model class; (b) determine the approximate profit/

sales maximizing offline assortment using the IP-based

heuristic, the RO heuristic, the greedy heuristic, and

the single-channel heuristic that ignores the impact

of the online channel; (c) compare the “true” prof-

its/sales, as computed using the ground-truth model,

from the different solutions. We repeated the above

sequence of steps for a large number of instances and

various parameter combinations to cover the spectrum.

For smaller problem instances, we also determined the

optimal profit through exhaustive search and deter-

mined the optimality gaps.

4.1. Ground-Truth Models Generated
We considered problem instances of difference sizes by

varying the number of attributes K and the number

of levels L per attribute. For each combination (K, L)
of parameters, we randomly generated 100 model in-

stances, with each instance generated as follows: (a) For

each attribute-level combination (k , l), such that 1 ≤ k
≤ K and 1 ≤ l ≤ L, sample woff

kl uniformly at random

from [−4, 1]. (b) Given woff

kl , set won

kl � woff

kl with proba-

bility 1− ρ � 0.4 and sample won

kl uniformly at random

from [−4,woff

kl ) with probability ρ/2 and (woff

kl , 1] with

the remaining probability ρ/2. (c) Sample the profit rkl
for the attribute-level combination (k , l) uniformly at

random from the interval [100/K, 150/K], ensuring that
product profits fall in the interval [100, 150]. (d) Sample

the size of the offline segment αoff

uniformly at random

from [α
min
, α

max
] and set the size of the online segment

αon � 1− αoff

. We set α
min

� α
max

� 0.2 for the first study

and [α
min
, α

max
]� [0, 0.5] for the second one.

The above generative model is designed to reflect

the situation when the online and offline partworths

are the same for some attribute levels; for instance,

the partworths may be the same for attributes the

Table 1. Average Optimality Gaps and Running Times

(in Seconds) of the IP-Based Heuristic as a Function

of the Number of Grid Points; Our IP-Based Heuristic

Obtains Near-Optimal Solutions Quickly

No. of

grid points Optimality gap Run time (s)

2 6.45 0.01

4 2.97 0.01

8 0.92 0.04

16 0.19 0.12

32 0.11 0.43

customers are familiar with, such as the color blue

(see Table 3). The parameter ρ captures the fraction

of attribute levels for which the online and offline

partworths differ. By construction, fractions of about

ρ/2 attribute levels are overvalued and undervalued,

respectively.

4.2. Optimality Gaps for Smaller
Problem Instances

Table 1 reports the optimality gaps of the IP-based

heuristic proposed in Section 3.3 above when K � 4

and L � 2. We varied the number of grid points from

J
on

� J
off

� 2 to J
on

� J
off

� 32 in powers of two, which

ensured that the grids were nested. We fixed αoff �

20%, reflecting that 80% of the customers who visit the

offline store also visit the online store. For each of the

100 model instances, we computed the optimal solu-

tion through exhaustive search and then the optimality

gaps of the IP-based heuristic by varying the number of

grid points. Table 1 reports the optimality gaps, aver-

aged over the 100 random instances.

As expected, we observe that the optimality gap

shrinks but the running time increases, on average, as

the number of grid points increases. For the instances

in our study, we observe that the gap decreases to

within < 0.2% of the optimal revenue with 16 grid

points. The IP-based heuristic runs in < 0.5 seconds,
6

even when the number of grid points is 32.

4.3. Scaling of the IP-Based Heuristic to Larger
Problem Instances

For the second study, we considered eight larger prob-

lem instances by varying K over {10, 20, 50, 100} and
L over {5, 10}. Because the universe of the products is

exponentially large (for K �100 and L�10, the universe

consists of 10
100

products), we focused on the problem

of finding the profit maximizing assortment of size at

most C � 50. Exhaustive search is no longer compu-

tationally feasible, so we assessed the performance of

the IP-based heuristic by comparing its profit to that

obtained by three benchmark methods: (a) the offline
heuristic, (b) the revenue-ordered heuristic, and (c) the

greedy heuristic, described next.
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4.3.1. Benchmark Methods. The offline heuristic ig-

nores the impact of the online channel and performs

single-channel assortment optimization. Under the

MNL model, this problem can be solved in O(NC)
time, where C is themaximum subset size, and N is the

number of products in the universe. Because N is expo-

nentially large, we implemented the following heuris-

tic: find the most profitable subset from among the

subsets of the form {x
1
, x

2
, . . . , xm} for 1≤m ≤ C, where

x
1
, . . . , xC are the C most profitable products such that

px
1

≥ px
2

≥ · · · ≥ pxC
. This heuristic returns the optimal

solution when the profit maximizing subset without

the capacity constraint has size at most C because it is

known that the unconstrained profit maximizing sub-

set comprises the m most profitable products, for some

m. To find the C most profitable products, we used

the recent algorithm proposed by Gallego et al. (2016);

details are provided in Online Appendix B.

The RO heuristic finds the profit maximizing sub-

set from among the N subsets, each comprising the m
most profitable products for m ranging from 1 to N .

Because N is exponentially large, we search only over

m � 1, 2, . . . ,C. The key difference from the offline

heuristic is that while the offline heuristic picks the

subset M that maximizes Roff(M), the RO heuristic

picks the subset M that maximizes the profit R(M)
from both online and offline channels.

The greedy heuristic is another general-purpose

heuristic commonly applied to assortment optimiza-

tion problems (Jagabathula 2014). While the existing

heuristics typically operate in the product space, we

implemented a natural variant that operates in the

attribute space. In each iteration, we add the feature

that results in the maximum increase in the profit. We

stop if the capacity is reached or the profit no longer

increases; details are provided in Online Appendix B.

4.3.2. IP-Based Heuristic. For the IP-based heuristic,

we chose the number of grid points to be J
on
� J

off
� 5, so

thatwesolvea total of J
on
× J

off
� 25 IPs for each instance.

We enforced the cardinality constraint by adding the

linear constraint

∑K
k�1

∑
S∈2Lk zk , S log|S | ≤ log C to the IP

described above.

4.3.3. Results and Discussion. The results from our

simulation study are presented in Table 2. The table

reports two metrics: (a) the profits extracted by the RO,

greedy, and IP-based heuristics relative to the profit

extracted by the offline heuristic, and (b) the computa-

tional times, in seconds, of each of the heuristics. Each

row corresponds to one of the eightmodel types, repre-

sented by the tuple (K, L). The “Relative performance”

columns report the average profit from each heuristic,

relative to that from the offline heuristic, with the aver-

age computed over the 100 random instances for each

model type: (1/100)∑100

t�1
R(Mmethod

t )/R(Moffline
t ), where

method�RO, greedy, IP and Mmethod
t and Moffline

t denote

Table 2. The Performance of the IP-Based Heuristic on Large

Problem Istances Rlative to Standard Benchmarks

Relative performance Computation times

(K, L) RO Greedy IP RO Greedy IP

(10, 5) 1.00 1.07 1.22 0.07 0.07 0.30

(20, 5) 1.00 1.01 1.25 0.21 0.24 0.51

(50, 5) 1.00 1.01 1.28 1.17 1.45 1.05

(100, 5) 1.00 1.01 1.27 4.58 5.65 1.93

(10, 10) 1.00 1.11 1.41 0.09 0.18 7.79

(20, 10) 1.00 1.01 1.45 0.30 0.66 15.93

(50, 10) 1.00 1.01 1.42 1.74 3.82 54.47

(100, 10) 1.00 1.00 1.27 6.79 14.66 131.50

Notes. The “Relative performance” columns report the average ratio

of the profit from eachmethod to that from the offline heuristic, aver-

aged over 100 problem instances. The “Computation times” columns

report the average computation times, in seconds. The IP heuris-

tic scales to large problem instances and extracts significantly larger

profit than standard heuristics.

the solutions found by the particular method and the

offline heuristics, respectively, for problem instance t.
Higher values are better, and values above 1 indicate

the improvements in profits from accounting for the

presence of the online channel. The last three columns

report the average computational times, in seconds,

averaged over the 100 random instances for eachmodel

type. We draw the following key conclusions:

1. IP-based heuristic scales well. The computational

times of the IP-based heuristic scale well to large,

practical-sized problem instances. Evenwhenwe stress

test our method by applying it to large instances with

100 attributes and 10 levels in each attribute (making

the product universe consist of 10
100

products), the IP-

based heuristic provides good quality solutions within

three minutes, on average.

2. IP-based heuristic extracts the most profit. The IP-

based heuristic vastly outperforms all the other heuris-

tics: 32% and 28% more profit on average extracted

than the RO and greedy heuristics, respectively. This

shows that because of the problem structure, relying

on general-purpose heuristics can leave a lot of money

on the table.

The above results establish the value of the IP heu-

ristic: it scales to large problem sizes and extracts

higher profits than existing benchmarks. Finally, we

note that the IP-based heuristic can also be used to

solve the single-channel assortment problem by setting

αon � 0. Recent work (Gallego et al. 2016) has reduced

the single-channel assortment problem (in the feature

space) to the K-shortest path problem in a directed

acyclic graph, which can be solved efficiently using

Yen’s (1971) algorithm. But existing techniques do

not extend to the setting with cardinality constraints.

The IP-based heuristic, on the other hand, can readily

accommodate (linear) constraints.
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5. Timbuk2 Case Study
This section describes a case study we conducted to

illustrate how our techniques apply to a real-world

application and quantify the value of our method-

ologies. Particularly, the study demonstrates that the

utility partworths of the same individual can change

significantly after physical evaluation. The case study

focuses on messenger bags from Timbuk2, a San

Francisco-based company that sells customized mes-

senger bags through its online store and also showcases

some of the bags in self-owned or third-party (such as

Recreational Equipment Inc., or REI) brick-and-mortar

retail stores. The key findings are that (a) the differ-

ences between online and offline partworths are statis-

tically significant for six of the nine included product

attributes, with the magnitude of some of these differ-

ences being “large”; (b) the gain in sales and revenue

from accounting for channel interactions can be sub-

stantial (up to 40% in our case study); and (c) the single-

channel optimal assortment, which ignores channel

interactions, is substantially different from the optimal

assortment that accounts for channel interactions.

For our analysis, we conducted a conjoint study to

collect preference data on messenger bags. Using the

collected data, we estimated participants’ online and

offline partworths to validate our modeling assump-

tion that online and offline partworths differ. Then,

using the estimated partworths, we computed the sales

and revenue maximizing subsets
7

using the offline

heuristic (which ignores channel interactions) and the

IP heuristic. By comparing the sales/revenues from the

resulting assortments, we show that the gains from

accounting for the channel interactions are substantial.

5.1. Details of the Conjoint Study
Conjoint analysis is widely used by practitioners for

quantitative preference measurement. In a typical con-

joint study, participants are shown a set of products

and asked to provide evaluations by either rating, rank-

ing, or choosing products. These evaluations are then

used to back out individual-level attribute partworths

by fitting utility or choice models to the responses. The

measured preferences are used by firms for demand

predictions, product designdecisions (Kohli andKrish-

namurti 1989), and assortment decisions in a single

channel (Dobson and Kalish 1988, 1993).

Conjoint studies are typically conducted either

online (in which participants evaluate descriptions of

products on a computer) or offline (in which partici-

pants evaluate physical prototypes). However, because

our goal is to measure the differences between online

and offline partworths, we asked each participant to

complete an online task, followed by an offline task.

5.1.1. Product and Attributes. We chose Timbuk2 me-

ssenger bags for our study for the following reasons:

(a) they vary on several attributes, some of which are

touch-and-feel attributes for which we expect differ-

ences between online and offline partworths; (b) they

are in the right price range (expensive enough for

participants to take the decision seriously but cheap

enough for the participants to be interested in purchas-

ing them); (c) they are infrequently purchased, somany

participantsmay be unfamiliarwith at least some of the

attributes and lack well-formed preferences; (d) they

are configurable through Timbuk2’s website, allowing

us to purchase bags to create a balanced orthogonal

design, required to efficiently estimate the attribute

partworths; and (e) they are physically small enough

to simplify the logistics of carrying out the study in a

behavioral lab. Figure 1 shows the included attributes

of the bag.

5.1.2. Study Design. Based on the six attributes de-

scribed above, there is a total of 4
2 × 3× 2

3 � 384 (four

levels of exterior design, four levels of price, three lev-

els of interior compartments, and two levels each of

size, strap pad, andwater bottle pocket) feasible feature

combinations. We used the “D-optimal” design crite-

rion (Kuhfeld et al. 1994) to select a subset of 20 bags

from the above universe to be included in our study.

Our design has a D-efficiency metric of 0.97, which

is considered sufficiently high for reliable estimation.

The configurations of the 20 bags that were included

in the study are presented in Table EC.1 in Online

Appendix C.

5.1.3. Participant Tasks. Each participant was asked

to complete two ratings-based tasks in sequence: an

online task followed by an offline task. In the online

task, the participants were presented with 20 messen-

ger bags, in sequence, on separate screens and asked to

rate each bag on a five-point scale (definitely not buy,

probably not buy, may or may not buy, probably buy,

definitely buy). After completing the online task, they

were taken to a separate room to complete the offline

task. They were presented with the same set of 20 bags,
physically laid out on a conference table, with a card

next to each bag displaying a corresponding identifier

and price. The experimenter walked them through all

the features, showing each feature on a sample bag,

and asked them to evaluate the bags and rate them on

the same five-point scale. Online Appendix C presents

additional details of the task.

We recruited 122 participants from a university sub-

ject pool for the study. To incentivize honest responses

(Ding 2007), participants were told that they will be

entered in a raffle and if they win, they will receive,

for free, a bag configured according to their prefer-

ences (inferred from the responses they provided in

the study) plus cash, for a total value of $180.
8

5.2. Data Analysis: Parameter Estimation
From the study, we collected two data sets (online and

offline), each set consisting of 20 ratings from the 122
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Figure 1. List of Attributes and Image of Exterior Designs, Shown to Participants in the Online Task

• Exterior design: Black, Blue, Reflective, Colorful (illustrated

on the right)

• Size: Small (10× 19× 14 in), Large (12× 22× 15 in)

• Price: $120, $140, $160, $180

• Strap pad: Yes, No

• Water bottle pocket: Yes, No

• Interior compartments: Empty bucket (no dividers), Divider

for files, Crater laptop sleeve

Colorful Blue

Black Reflective

participants. We fitted the following linear model sep-

arately to the two data sets to obtain the online and

offline partworths:

ypiz � γz +
∑

j
βz j xi j + εpi ,

where z ∈ {online, offline}, and ypiz is the rating pro-

vided by participant p for bag i online or offline.

Price is a continuous variable with one coefficient,

and the remaining attributes are categorical variables,

represented using dummy coding.
9

Table 3 presents

the estimated online and offline partworths.

Let us first focus on the online partworths. All the

estimated partworths were statistically significantly

different from 0 at p < 0.001. As expected, participants

had a negative price coefficient (−0.22). Participants

also preferred black to the other exterior designs. For

example, participants rated colorful exterior design

1.06 points lower on average than black. In the online

study, participants also preferred large bags to small

bags, having a water bottle pocket to not having one,

and having a strap pad to not having one. The offline

partworths have similar interpretations.

To test whether the partworths online differ from

those offline, we fitted following model to the data

pooled from the two studies:

ypiz � γ+
∑

j
β j xi j + δz +

∑
j
δ j zxi j + εpiz , (11)

where we abuse notation and let z denote a Boolean

variable taking the value 0 for the data from the

online study and 1 for the data from the offline study.

The coefficients δ j capture the difference between the

offline and online partworths for feature j. We com-

pared this model with a restricted (and nested) one

obtained by restricting the coefficients δ � δ j � 0,

for all j:

ypiz � γ+
∑

j
β j xi j + εpiz . (12)

The F-test (analysis of variance test) rejected the null

hypothesis that all the differences δ and δ j , for all j, are
zero at p < 0.01, indicating that the online and offline

partworths differ statistically significantly.

The last column of Table 3 reports the coefficients δ j ,

which capture the difference in partworths for fea-

ture j. We note that of the nine partworth estimates, six

changed statistically significantly at p < 0.01 (all except

Blue, Price, and Divider for files), and some of the coef-

ficients changed by a large amount. In particular, the

population preference for Colorful went up, Reflective

went down, and size reversed (fromLarge to Small) after

physical evaluation.

Finally, we carried out individual-level tests. We fit-

ted the models in (11) and (12) to the data for each indi-

vidual and compared them using a F-test. We observed

that the models differed statistically significantly for

29.5% (64 out of 122) of them at p < 0.01 and 51.6%

(63 out of 122) at p < 0.05. For completeness, we also

fitted a mixed model with a random intercept for each

participant and found the partworths to be essentially

the same; the likelihood-ratio tests comparing themod-

els in (11) and (12) but with random intercepts cor-

responding to participants also resulted in the same

conclusion, but with a slightly different p-value.
We also tested whether the offline partworths persist

when the consumers go back online, using a smaller

study in which we asked a group of 20 other partici-

pants to do the tasks in reverse order: first the offline

task, followed by the online task. For this group, we

found that an F-test comparing models in (11) and (12)

could not reject the null hypothesis that the online and

offline partworths differ at p < 0.01; see Table EC.2 in

Online Appendix C for the estimated coefficients. Fur-

thermore, the individual-level tests revealed that the

models in (11) and (12) were not statistically signifi-

cantly different for all of the 20 individuals at p < 0.01

and p < 0.05. The results from this second group of par-

ticipants provide evidence that the attribute partworth

used for the purchase decision depends only onwhether
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Table 3. Differences Between the Online and Offline Partworths

Attribute Level Online (won

) Offline (woff

) Difference

Exterior design Reflective −0.31
∗∗ −0.60

∗∗ −0.28
∗

Colorful −1.06
∗∗ −0.71

∗∗ +0.36
∗∗

Blue −0.22
∗∗ −0.11 +0.11

Black

Size Large 0.27
∗∗ −0.31

∗∗ −0.58
∗∗

Small

Price $120, $140, $160, $180 −0.011
∗∗ −0.008

∗∗ +0.004

Strap pad Yes 0.51
∗∗

0.25
∗∗ −0.26

∗∗

No

Water bottle pocket Yes 0.45
∗∗

0.17
∗∗ −0.28

∗∗

No

Interior compartments Divider for files 0.41
∗∗

0.52
∗∗ +0.11

Crater laptop sleeve 0.62
∗∗

0.88
∗∗ +0.26

∗

Empty bucket/no dividers

Intercept 3.72
∗∗

3.39
∗∗ −0.33

Notes. Results are based on the 122 participants who completed the online task first, followed by the

offline task. The levels with no coefficients were set to zero in dummy encoding. The differences are

statistically significant for several attribute-level combinations.

∗p < 0.01;
∗∗p < 0.001.

the customer has been exposed to the attribute in a

physical product, rather than on the channel in which

the purchase decision is made. Once the customer has

been exposed to the attribute level, he will apply the

new partworths to both his online and offline purchas-

ing decisions. Fitting amixedmodel as described above

did not change our conclusions.

We draw the following conclusions from the conjoint

study. Consumers use different partworths when eval-

uating products online and offline and once a product

is examined offline, there is evidence to suggest that

consumers apply the offline partworths to both online

and offline product evaluation. The relevant param-

eters can be estimated using well-established market

research tools, making our method readily applicable

in practice.

5.3. Assortment Optimization: Impact on
Sales and Revenues

Using the parameters obtained from the conjoint study,

we demonstrate how the firm’s sales and revenues

are affected if the offline assortment is selected with-

out taking into account the online channel. We used

the IP formulation obtained in Section 3.3 to optimize

the assortment with and without the online channel

for various sizes of the offline segment of consumers.

Our results demonstrate that the gain in revenues from

accounting for the online channel can be significant if

a large portion of the population visits both channels.

Because we are assuming that customer choices are

described by the MNL model, we verified its fit by

carrying out a fivefold cross-validation on both the

online and offline conjoint data. We measured the out-

of-sample error in terms of the standardmean absolute

percentage error metric, which measures the average

relative error in predicting market shares. We found

that the MNL model has about a 3.7% error rate, indi-

cating that it is a good fit. The details of the verification

are in Online Appendix C, Section C.2.

5.3.1. Setup. To compute the optimal assortments,

we used the following parameter values. The utility

parameters w̃on

kl and w̃off

kl , for all nonprice attribute lev-

els k, l (presented in Table 3), were obtained from the

conjoint study. We obtained the partworth revenues

from the prices that Timbuk2 posted on their website

for their customizable messenger bags. The price for

the base configuration is $140, which corresponds to

the product configuration Black, Small, No strap pad,

No water bottle pocket, and Empty bucket. Because of

the dummy coding, the utility of the base configura-

tion is equal to the intercept+ β
price
· $140. Here we use

the offline intercept (because the intercepts do not dif-

fer significantly), and β
price

� −0.008 is the offline price

coefficient. The partworth revenues π̃kl for the non-

dummy attribute levels were obtained from the addi-

tional prices over the base that Timbuk2 charges: $10

for Reflective or Colorful, $10 for Large, $15 for Strap

pad, $5 for Water bottle pocket, $10 for Laptop com-

partment, and $0 for Divider for files. For every non-

dummy attribute level k , l, we set wc
kl � w̃c

kl + βprice · π̃k , l ,

for c ∈ {on,off}. Because only differences in mean utili-

ties matter, we absorbed the utility of the base configu-

ration into the utility of the no-purchase option, which

was set to achieve reasonable market shares of about

40% in the offline channel (range between 41% and 56%

in both channels depending on the size of the offline

customer segment). With these parameter values, we
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Figure 2. (Color Online) Gains in Revenues and Sales from Accounting for the Online Channel

Online segment size (1− α)

Sales max. Revenue max.

Attribute level 0.5− 0.6 0.7 ≥ 0.8 0.5− 0.6 ≥ 0.7

Exterior design
Reflective

∗ × × ×
Colorful × × × × ×
Blue × × × × ×
Black × × × × ×

Size
Large

∗ × ×
Small × × × × ×

Strap pad
Yes

∗ × × ×
No × × × × ×

Water bottle pocket
Yes

∗ × × ×
No × × × × ×

Interior compartments
Divider for files × × × × ×
Crater laptop sleeve × × × × ×
Empty bucket/no dividers × × × × ×
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Notes. The table marks by × the attribute levels that are present in the sales and revenue maximizing subsets. The features marked with

asterisks are overvalued.

carried out sales and revenue maximization and com-

pared the optimal solutions with the single-channel

benchmark.

5.3.2. Results. Using the IP-based heuristic (with the

number of grid points J
on

� J
off

� 10) described in Sec-

tion 3.3, we computed both sales and revenue max-

imizing assortments by varying the online segment

sizes from 0.5 to 1. We compared the optimal sales and

revenues against the benchmark sales and revenues,

respectively, obtained from maximizing the offline

channel (ignoring channel interactions). The bench-

mark solution was obtained by applying our IP-based

heuristic with α � 1.

Figure 2 reports the gains from accounting for the

presence of the online channel in the firm sales and

revenues. The upward trend indicates that as the num-

ber of customers visiting both channels increases, it

becomes more important to account for the online

channel in determining the offline assortment. When

all customers visit both channels, the gain in both sales

and revenue is about 40%. As the number of these cus-

tomers decreases and more customers purchase only

from the offline store, accounting for the online chan-

nel becomes less relevant.

Figure 2 also shows the attribute levels contained

in the sales and revenue maximizing assortments for

different values of α. Focusing on the sale maximiz-

ing subsets, we note that when the offline segment is

large, all features are included. This is because this

regime is dominated by the offline segment, for which

it is indeed optimal to include all feasible products.

As the online segment grows, the assortment changes

to exclude overvalued features: Reflective, Large, Strap

pad, and Water bottle pocket. This result is consistent

with the result of Theorem 3.1. Excluding overvalued

attributes benefits the sales from the online segment

but hurts sales from the offline segment. This tension

is strongest for over-valued attributes that have pos-

itive offline partworths (in our case, Strap pad and

Water bottle pocket) because excluding them decreases

the offline sales most significantly. As a result, the

decision whether to include these attributes is partic-

ularly sensitive to the value of α. The interpretation

of the results for the revenue maximizing subsets is

similar. When the offline segment is large, all features

are included, which is optimal for the offline chan-

nel because the firm’s market share is “small enough.”

When the online segment becomes larger, the firm will

exclude overvalued features because they bring in the
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Figure 3. (Color Online) Utilities of Products Included in the Optimal Assortments of Size at Most Six at Different Sizes of the

Online Segment
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Notes. The last row plots the utilities of all the 96 products in the universe. Products represented by larger-sized points are more “informative,”

measured as the difference between the offline and online partworths. The optimal assortments contain a mix of “popular” (high utility) and

“informative” products.

most revenues and hiding them increases the chance

of their sale.

To gain insights into the products included in the

sales maximizing offline assortment, we constrained

its cardinality to be 4, which allowed us to examine

the individual products included. Figure 3 shows the

sales maximizing subset of products at different values

of the online segment size. Each product in the opti-

mal subset is represented by a point whose horizontal

axis value denotes the product’s “popularity” and the

radius denotes the product’s “informativeness.” We

use the offline utility of the product as a measure of its

popularity and the difference between its offline and

online utilities as a measure of its informativeness. The

broad insight we obtain from our results is that the

optimal assortment is a mix of popular and informa-

tive products. The popular products have high utilities

and generate sales in the offline channel, whereas the

informative products expose customers to underval-

ued attributes and generate sales in the online channel.

When the offline segment dominates, i.e., the offline

channel generates most of the firm’s sales, it is opti-

mal to fill the capacity with popular products; we see

this on the graph in the second to last row, where the

assortment consists of products with high utilities. On

the other hand, when the online segment dominates, it

is optimal to offer informative products at the expense

of popular ones; we see this on the graph where the

points become larger (more informative products) but

move to the left (less popular) in the upper rows.

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This work focused on a firm’s showcase decision:

selecting a subset of products to offer in an offline

channel from a larger product line offered through

the online channel to maximize expected profits across

both channels. A key component of our consumer

demand model is that utility partworths change when

customers learn about products by inspecting them

physically in a brick-and-mortar store. In the context

of this demand model, we formalized the decision

problem, established computational hardness, and

proposed approximation algorithms with theoretical

guarantees. In addition, we used a demonstrative case

studywithmessenger bags to estimate consumers’ util-

ity parameters in a conjoint study. Through this case

study, we demonstrated that accounting for channel

interactions can result in substantial gains in expected

revenue (up to 40% in our case); the composition of the

optimal assortment can also be significantly different.

By laying out a framework for product showcasing, this

work provides a platform for other interesting aspects

of omnichannel retailing. Next, we discuss two specific

directions in which this work can be extended.

This paper assumes that consumers exogenously de-

cide whether to visit one or both of the channels. How-

ever, a consumer’s decision to visit the offline (online)

channel may depend on the products she examines

online (offline) and offers of “in-store exclusives” by

the firm to encourage store visits. Accounting for these

effects by endogenizing the store visit decision is a

promising future direction that is particularly relevant

when the firm sells through multiple channels.

Furthermore, the utility model proposed in this

work provides a framework for modeling product re-

turns. Given that many online retailers, such as Warby

Parker, Zappos, or Bonobos, offer generous return poli-

cies, the offline channel can be viewed as a way to mit-

igate costs of product returns. When consumers pur-

chase from these retailers, they decide what to order

based on their online evaluation of the available items.

However, once they receive their order, they determine

what they want to keep based on physical evaluation.

Finally, our utility model ignores interactions be-

tween attributes. While our proposed modeling frame-

work readily extends (the partworths of the interaction

terms change upon exposure to one of the attributes),

the algorithmic methods may face computational chal-

lenges because the full-factorial assumption may be
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violated. Extending our algorithms to handle cases

with constraints on the feasible products is a promising

future direction.
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Endnotes
1
In fact, there is a growing trend of firms such as Bonobos, Warby

Parker, Birchbox, etc., which started online, but then opened brick-

and-mortar stores to showcase their product lines.

2
This problem maximizes the firm’s market share. However, for

brevity, we use the term “sales” interchangeably with “market

shares.”

3
For instance, it can be shown that the minimum cardinality assort-

ment M that achieves S is of size max
K
k�1
|Sk |.

4
Unlike an FPTAS, the computational complexity of the algorithm

may scale exponentially in 1/ε in a PTAS.

5
For instance, the assortment {(0, 1), (1, 0)} cannot be expressed as

the Cartesian product S
1
×S

2
for any two subsets S

1
⊆L

1
� {0, 1} and

S
2
⊆L

2
� {0, 1}.

6
The MILPs were solved using Gurobi Optimizer version 6.0.2 on a

computer with a 3.5 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, 16 GB of RAM, and

the Mac OSX Yosemite operating system.

7
We could not compute profit maximizing subsets because we do

not have cost data.

8
The cash component was intended to eliminate any incentive for

the participants to provide higher ratings for more expensive items

to win a more expensive prize.

9
We set the levels Black, Small, No strap pad, Nowater bottle pocket,

and Empty bucket with no dividers to zero for attributes Exterior
design, Size, Strap pad, Water bottle pocket, and Interior compartment,
respectively. For the categorical variables, the coefficients of the

“default” levels (set to zero) are not identified. Their combined effect

is included in the intercept term. In total, nine coefficients and one

intercept term were estimated for each data set.
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